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Abstract

The challenge of realist painting today is in finding directions th
relevant to the modern audience. It must compete, on one ha
and on the other, with photographic imagery and a long tradit
painting in order to do this.

The art world today is far more receptive, however, to pictori

compared to a period when realist artists were confronted mo
challenge of persuading viewers that their work was visually co
to modern experience. This is the period after World War II w
expressionism emerged and American modernist art rose to b

entity, a period that coincided with the increasing popularity o
across a wide range of disciplines including visual arts.

Research for this thesis was initiated when I became intereste
concept of authenticity. This coincided with an increasing preo
the human condition in the subject matter of my painting. The
contemplation, angst, despair and questions about the nature
emerge. The subject matter was invoking elements of the clas

Accordingly, this thesis investigates authenticity as existentialis
term. It goes on to critique how American realist artists (specif
and around New York in the late 1940’s and 1950’s, the socalle

approached aspects of authenticity such as the nature of the r
work that explores existential doubt in a contemporary conte
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